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MCO: Coverage Under ‘Business Interruption Insurance’

The Malaysian government imposed a two-week nationwide 
Movement Control Order (MCO) from 18 to 31 March 2020 (since 
extended to 14 April) to curb the recent COVID-19 outbreak in the 
country. The MCO directs, among others, the closure of all public and 
private premises, except those that are involved in essential services 
such as water, electricity, finance and health services. The MCO is 
expected to compound the financial impact on local as well as foreign 
businesses in the country amid the pandemic.

For affected businesses, one possible avenue of obtaining relief from 
the anticipated financial impact of the MCO is via insurance coverage, 
in particular, policies that address business interruption (BI) and 
contingent BI. The extent of each of these policies will be discussed 
below.

BI policy

Traditional BI coverage is usually provided in combination with 
property insurance. It will be triggered when the insured’s business is 
interrupted by physical damage to the insured property at the 
insured’s defined premises as a result of flood, fire or other natural 
disasters. A typical BI policy reads:

“We will pay for the actual loss of business income you sustain 
due to the necessary suspension of your operations during the 
period of restoration. The suspension must be caused by the 
direct physical loss, damage, or destruction to the property. The 
loss or damage must be caused by or resulted from a covered 
cause of loss.”

Under a traditional BI policy, whether an insured is entitled to claim for 
the loss of profit and  damage arising from the MCO  
ultimately depends on whether the MCO constitutes “physical 
damage” to the insured property. Given that the MCO is merely an 
order for, inter alia, the closure of premises, it is unlikely that it will fall 
within the definition of “physical damage” so as to trigger 
coverage, unless expressly provided as such in the policy.

On the other hand, a BI policy is more likely to be triggered as a result 
of the MCO where the relevant policy contains a non-damage 



dependent extension of coverage for infectious diseases. This would 
be the case, for instance, where the policy provides for coverage in 
the event of the closure of part or the whole of the insured’s premises 
following an order of a public authority as a result of an outbreak of 
infectious disease, in this case, the MCO. However, it is to be noted 
that this type of coverage is not generally included in such policies.

Contingent BI policy

A contingent BI policy covers losses suffered by a business as a 
consequence of physical damage to the property of any of the 
business' direct suppliers or customers. Businesses that are allowed 
to stay open under the MCO (because they provide essential services) 
can thus claim under this policy if their businesses are interrupted or 
suspended as a result of physical damage to the property of any of 
their direct suppliers or customers.

However, similar to a traditional BI policy, whether a contingent BI 
policy can be triggered will depend on whether the MCO falls within 
the definition of “physical damage” in the policy. As mentioned earlier, 
unless expressly provided in the policy, it will be difficult for the 
insured to argue that the MCO constitutes “physical damage” to the 
property of its direct supplier or customer.

In the circumstances, it is incumbent on the insureds to review their 
policies and, if necessary, seek legal advice on whether any losses 
suffered by their businesses arising from the MCO would be covered 
under their BI policies.
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If you have any queries, please contact the author or his team partner 
G Vijay Kumar (vkg@lh-ag.com).
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